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Abstract— In this paper, Integer cosine transform (ICT) is introduced in MPEG-4 instead of Discrete cosine transform (DCT). Integer cosine transform (ICT) is adopted by H.264/AVC for its bit-exact implementation and significant complexity reduction. As adoption of the newly standardized H.264 becomes increasingly more widespread, efforts must be made to transcode video from earlier standards, such as MPEG-4, to the H.264 format. The block sizes of most appropriate are 8 or 16 for the transform coding of the image data. Therefore, implementation of the order 8 and 16 DCTs has fast computing time and cost-effectiveness for realization of a transform coding. However, the components of the basis vectors of the DCT exist irrational numbers then cannot be reduced to integers by simple scaling. Therefore, it is hard to implement and using floating point arithmetic is complex and expensive, so integer cosine transforms (ICTs) are proposed to implement the DCT by using simple integer arithmetic. By investigating the structure of the transform kernels, two efficient schemes are introduced to convert an 8 × 8 DCT block into its corresponding four 4 ×4 integer cosine transform blocks. This technique can be used to improve the result of MPEG-4 video compression standard.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The ISO SC29 WG11 “Moving Picture Experts Group” (MPEG), within ISO SG 29 responsible for “coding of moving pictures and audio,” was established in 1988 [1]. the early 1990s, when the technology was in its infancy, international video coding standards chronologically, H.261, MPEG-1, MPEG-2 / H.262, H.263, and MPEG-4 (Part 2) [2-6] have been the engines behind the commercial success of digital video compression. In August 1993, the MPEG group released the so-called MPEG-1 standard for “coding of moving pictures and associated audio at up to about 1.5 Mb/s” [7], [8]. In 1990, MPEG started the so-called MPEG-2 standardization phase [8]. While the MPEG-1 standard was mainly targeted for CD-ROM applications, the MPEG-2 standard addresses substantially higher quality for audio and video with video bit rates between 2 Mb/s and 30 Mb/s, primarily focusing on requirements for digital TV and HDTV applications.

The MPEG group officially initiated a new MPEG-4 standardization phase in 1994 with the mandate to standardize algorithms for audio-visual coding in multimedia applications, allowing for inter-activity, high compression, and/or universal accessibility and portability of audio and video content. Bit rates targeted for the video standard are between 5-64 kb/s for mobile applications and up to 2 Mb/s for TV/film applications.

The block diagram of MPEG-4 is shown in figure-1. It is Visual and offers the potential for better compression efficiency (i.e. better-quality compressed video) and greater flexibility in compressing, transmitting and storing video.

It consist of DCT, IDCT, Motion compensation, Motion estimation, quantization, Inverse quantization, VLC, Bit stream. Motion compensation used to remove the temporal redundancy in the video signal. Motion estimation at encoder involves estimating the motion in efficient way so that motion compensation becomes efficient in removing the temporal redundancy. DCT is used in transform to compress the spatial data in information. IDCT is inverse DCT transform to the decoder [1]. The Discrete Cosine Transform, commonly known as DCT, represents a set of data point a as a sum of sinusoidal waves with varying frequencies and magnitudes.

The integer discrete cosine transform (Int DCT) is an integer approximation of the discrete cosine transform. It can be implemented exclusively with integer arithmetic. It proves to be highly advantageous in cost and speed for hardware implementations. In particular, transforms of sizes larger than 4x4 or 8x8, especially 16x16 and 32x32 are proposed because of their increased applicability to the decorrelation of high resolution video signals. For example, order-16 integer transform is simple, low computational complexity transform but has high coding efficiency.

II. BASIC IDEA OF DCT AND INTEGER DCT
The discrete cosine transform (DCT) has long been used in video compression standards such as MPEG-4 for its superior energy compaction abilities. However, recently integer versions of the DCT, as adopted in H.264/AVC, have gained popularity due to their mitigation of the propagation error in video codecs caused by the truncation.
errors in the original DCT. In particular, we propose two methods for efficient conversion from an 8x8 DCT block to the corresponding four 4x4 integer transform blocks. The second method is further extended to eliminate all multiplications, and two additional conversion schemes are proposed. These four conversion methods then can be utilized in system for rapid transcoding of intra-coded blocks in the transform domain. A direct way to approach the DCT to integer cosine transform conversion challenge is to perform an inverse 8x8 DCT to reconstruct the original signal block, and then perform the 4x4 integer transform on each sub block. Even with the development of a fast integer discrete cosine transform algorithm [9], [10], the computational complexity of direct conversion is significant, and a more efficient method is desired for real-time transcoding. Recently in [11]-[12], the structural properties of the DCT and integer cosine transform kernels have been exploited to produce fast algorithms, resulting in elegant and efficient conversion solutions., it is shown in this work that further examination of the DCT structure results in an even larger reduction in the number of computations at the expense of little or no reduction in PSNR of the transformed and quantized data..

A. Review Stage

In this stage of we can show forward transform in fig.2.

![Fig. 2: Forward Transform](image)

B. Development from the 4x4 DCT

The 4x4 DCT of an input array X is given by:

\[ Y = AXA^T = \begin{bmatrix} a & b & a & c \\ d & c - e & -b & a \\ a - d & -a & a & c \\ c - b & b - c \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} e \\ a \\ c \\ b \end{bmatrix} \]

Equation 1

Where, \( a = \frac{1}{2}, b = \sqrt{\frac{2}{\pi \sin(\pi/8)}}, c = \sqrt{\frac{2}{\pi \sin(3\pi/8)}} \)

This matrix multiplication can be factorized to the following equivalent form (Equation 2)

\[ Y = (CX) \otimes E = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\ d & d & -d & -d \\ d & -d & -d & d \\ -1 & -1 & -1 & -1 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} e \\ a \\ c \\ b \end{bmatrix} \]

Equation 2

\( CX \) is a "core" 2-D transform. E is a matrix of scaling factors and the symbol \( \otimes \) indicates that each element of \((CX)^T\) is multiplied by the scaling factor in the same position in matrix E (scalar multiplication rather than matrix multiplication). The constants \( a \) and \( b \) are as before; \( d \) is \( c/b \) (approximately 0.414).

To simplify the implementation of the transform, \( d \) is approximated by 0.5. To ensure that the transform remains orthogonal, \( b \) also needs to be modified so that:

\[ a = \frac{1}{2}, b = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}, c = \frac{1}{\sqrt{5}} \]

The 2nd and 4th rows of matrix C and the 2nd and 4th columns of matrix \( C^T \) are scaled by a factor of 2 and the post-scaling matrix E is scaled down to compensate. (This avoids multiplications by \( 1/2 \) in the “core” transform \( CX^T \) which would result in loss of accuracy using integer arithmetic). The final forward transform becomes:

\[ Y = CX \otimes E_i \]

Equation 3

This transform is an approximation to the 4x4 DCT. Because of the change to factors \( d \) and \( b \), the output of the new transform will not be identical to the 4x4 DCT.

C. The inverse transform is given by

\[ X = (YE_i^T)^T \]

Equation 4

This time, \( Y \) is pre-scaled by multiplying each coefficient by the appropriate weighting factor from matrix \( E_i \). Note the factors \( \pm 1/2 \) in the matrices \( C \) and \( C^T \); these can be implemented by a right-shift without a significant loss of accuracy because the coefficients \( Y \) are pre-scaled .The forward and inverse transforms are orthogonal, i.e. \( T^{-1}(T(X)) = X \). DCT usually results in a matrix in which the lower frequencies appear at the top left corner of the matrix known as dc coefficient. The output of a 2-dimensional FDCT is a set of \( N \times N \) coefficients representing the image block data in the DCT domain which can be considered as ‘weights’ of a set of standard basis patterns. The basis patterns are composed of combinations of horizontal and vertical cosine functions. Any image block may be reconstructed by combining all \( N \times N \) basis patterns; with each basis multiplied by the appropriate weighting factor (coefficient). DCT transforms the data from the spatial domain to the frequency domain. The spatial domain shows the amplitude of the color as you move through space as shown in Figure2. The frequency domain shows how quickly the amplitude of the color is changing from one pixel to the next in an image file.

III. COMPRESSION BETWEEN DCT AND INTEGER DCT

The transform is based on the DCT but with some fundamental differences:
1. It is an integer transform (all operations can be carried out with integer arithmetic, without loss of accuracy).
2. The inverse transform is fully specified in the H.264 standard and if this specification is followed correctly, mismatch between encoders and decoders should not occur.
3. The core part of the transform is multiply-free, i.e. it only requires additions and shifts.
4. A scaling multiplication (part of the complete transform) is integrated into the quantizer (reducing the total number of multiplications).

The entire process of transform and quantization can be carried out using 16-bit integer arithmetic and only a single multiply per coefficient, without any loss of accuracy. IDCT transform can be skipped to reduce the computation and it should be applied is calculated and corresponding reduced complexity. This results in considerable decrease without any quality loss. If the better performance is demanded, the large magnitudes can be used for the integer transforms. If the fast computation speed and the low implementation cost are desired, the integer transforms of small transform component magnitudes are chosen. An engineer can freely choose to tradeoff the performance and speed for the ICTs in designing the transform coding.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the motto and techniques of the MPEG-4 video standardization has been highlighted and also we discuss about how the higher coding gain is obtained with the use of larger transforms especially in high resolution videos. However, the components of the basis vectors of the DCT exist irrational numbers then cannot be reduced to integers by simple scaling. Therefore, it is hard to implement and using floating point arithmetic is complex and expensive. The DCT-based systems have huge advantage to image applications because they provide a high compression ratio. However, their coding systems are limited to operating in only lossy coding because distortion of decoded image is unavoidable with these lossy algorithms. On the other hand, the integer transform, is becoming popular as a key technique to lossless and lossy unified waveform coding. Especially the integer DCT is attractive as the unified coding comparable to the conventional DCT-based algorithms. IDCT has its bit-exact implementation and significant complexity reduction. Hence we have introduced the method how to use the ICT to achieve the better improved result in MPEG-4.
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